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Stan Smith is one of the most popular adidas tennis shoes. On this deluxe edition mix denim and leather fabrics, it is very unique.
Velcro. Outer rubber outsole.
shellfish Head Superstar shoes since they acclaimed 1970 release, it is still one of the most selling models, and nearly three-quarters
of the NBA players wearing Superstar .
The selection of leather shoe uppers, outer width outsole, heel stabilizer, cupsole designed to provide comfortable wearing
properties and supportive. There Bandana pattern at the heel, is very unique.
adidas Master ST Trefoil the side of the shoe, slightly protruding, flaunt a shoe full of retro flavor, style casual, choice of leather uppers
texture. Outsole using durable rubber texture.
adidads classic Superstar basketball shoes shell head shoes. Leather uppers, rubber shell toe, wider outsole, heel and rubber
outsole.
Related news
< p > China well-known designers Wang Zhijun following to create a Nike Nike Air Force 1 30 anniversary of the "year of dragon"
shoes, together again Nike, 2013 in Chinese lunar calendar, the year of the snake to create air force 1 "the year of the snake" custom
shoes. In the pure white Air Force 1 carries on the creation, design continues the prior version of the Dragon concept, with a laser
wave pattern is equipped with, wave style translucent crystals with bottom, can be described as complement each other. Uppers of
snakeskin texture build, and heel on both sides of the "snake" and " GUI ", theme. In addition there is a Era 59FIFTY New cap and a
brush T-shirt, design and the theme of the echo. /> 

mouth, teeth, fast action, bloodthirsty, this is the impression on everyone piranhas. Imagine, if you can find a man on the road, a man
of a fish, how can a passer-by. Famous designer Zuniga Emilio made a bold attempt. He transformation of the full range of the Nike
Air Max 90 shoes, shoe body composed of all the blue suede and nylon and paint in the shoes with fluorescent orange color and in
front of the shoes, shoes in the end part of the with white and two red paint a jaws, in reality, on the part of the eye. The whole shoe is
a vivid, ferocious fish image. Summer wear out, must be the focus of the road. 
source: kicksonfire
[Chinese shoes Network - Brand Dynamics] local time on the 4th, the United States Weartesters shoes website published the "2014
Annual Top 10 Best performance shoes" list, ranked ninth generation Parker Peak product. This is the only one on the list of China
basketball brand. 
Weartesters is an American professional SNEAKER website, introduced the world's latest basketball shoe, and provide professional
evaluation and regular seasonal shoes publish list. The site believes that Parker generation in cushioning, quality, durability and
outstanding performance aspects of grip. 
Star boots match ����� second consecutive year, the top ten list of finalists sneakers US authority sites. Earlier, Parker designed
lightning TP9 boots also was named the 2013 American sneakers website counterkicks sneakers eighth annual Top Ten, and was
named the most amazing basketball shoes. 
"This shows that the highest level of Chinese basketball shoes development and design has been among the ranks of world-class."
Peak Sport [0.98%] CEO Xu Zhihua said the company's sales in the United States in 2013, the first half of 2014 are up to achieve
doubled growth. 
NBA new season has begun, Xu Zhihua said it would continue to increase R & D investment, such as hot melt technology, high-tech
ankle TPU support structure, so that movement is more stable, faster response. (Chinese shoes Network - the most authoritative and
most professional shoe News Media Partners: Bao Manning shoes)
--Crocs Innocence colorful summer color Dress Children's Day 2013-12-08 22:09:42
vibrant upcoming June, the family baby who is about to usher in their own festival - Children's Day. I want to take their kids to go
outside and feel the sunshine, enjoying summer style? You may wish to use a type of Crocs shoes cute armed good kids little feet,
and together they stepped with some unique, colorful and comfortable playful journey! 
Little Dieter sports series: family of a type 
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